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SUMMARY

Scope:

The NRC conducted a routine, announced inspection of the Grand Gulf licensed
operator requalification program during the period October 11-28, 1994. The
purpose of this inspection was to verify that the licensee's requalification
program for reactor operators (R0s) and senior reactor operators (SR0s)
ensures safe power plant operation by evaluating how well the individual
operators and crews had mastered training objectives. The inspectors reviewed
and observed annual requalification examinations conducted by the facility
licensee and conducted inspection activities as specified in Inspection
Procedure 71001. Activities reviewed included examination derclopment,
examination administration, remedial training, and license condition tracking.

Results:

The inspectors concluded that the licensee's requalification program was
adequate to ensure safe power plant operations even though two violations and
an unresolved item were identified in areas related to the raqualification
program. The inspectors determined that if it were not for the efforts and
the desire to do what was right on the part of the instructors, the program
may likely not ha i been adequate utilizing the existing implementing
procedures.
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The inspectors identified an inspector follow-up item regarding the
inappropriate brevity of walkthrough examinations (paragraph 2.b.(2)).

The inspectors identified an inspector follow-up item regarding the incorrect |
identification of JPM critical steps and alternate path JPMs (paragraph
2.b.(2)).

|

The inspectors identified the failure to control overlap between the sections
of the operating examination as a weakness /IFl (paragraph 2.b.(2)).

The inspectors identified failure to train and evaluate the operators in the
manner they are expected to operate as a weakness /IFI (paragraphs 2.c.(1) and
2.c.(2)).

The inspectors identified one violation for failure to maintain adequate -

security of examinations (paragraph 2.d).

The inspectors identified one weakness /IFI with two examples for failure to !

appropriately proceduralize activities related to the licensed operator '

requalification program (paragriphs 2.d and 2.e).
.

The inspectors identified an Unresolved item for failure to ensure operators
properly reactivate licenses (paragraph 2.f.(1)).

The inspectors identified one violation for fa)1ure to ensure operators
properly reactivate licenses (paragraph 2.f.(2)). .

The inspectors identified the requalification program feedback system as a
strength (paragraph 2.g).
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

*B. Brice, Licensing Specialist, NS & RA
E. Cresap, Supervisor, Operations Training

*J. Dimmette, Manager, P & SE
*C. Dugger, Operations Manager
*C Ellsaesser, Technical Coordinator, Operations
*C. Hayes, Director, Quality Programs i

*C. Hicks, Operations Superintendent
*R. Hutchinson, Vice President, GGNS
*J. Klyng, QSIV, Quality Programs
*M. Meisner, Director, NS & RA
*D. Pace, General Manager ,

*J. Reaves, Technical Coordinator, Quality Programs
*R. Ruffin, Licensing Specialist, NS & RA
*W. Shelley, Technical Coordinator, Training

Other licensee employees contacted included instructors, operators, and >

office personnel.

NRC Personnel ,

C. Hughey, GGNS Resident Inspector
*J. Teadrow, GGNS Senior Resident Inspector

* Attended exit interview

Acronyms and initialisms used in this report are listed in the last
paragraph.

2. Licensed Operator Requalification Program Evaluation (71001)

a. Summary

The NRC conducted a routine, announced inspection of the Grand Gulf
licensed operator requalification program during the period

,

October 11-28, 1994. The aurpose of this inspection was to verify !
that the licensee's requaiification program for R0s and SR0s ensures
safe power plant operation by evaluating how well the individual
operators and crews had mastered training objectives. The inspectors :

reviewed and observed annual requalificaticn examinations conducted by !
the facility licensee and conducted inspection activities as specified i
in Inspection Procedure 71001. Activities reviewed included
examination development, examination administration, remedial
training, and license condition tracking. The inspectors concluded
that the licensee's requalification program was adequate to ensure
safe power plant operations even though two violations were identified
in areas related to the requalification program. The inspectors
determined that if it were not for the efforts and the desire to do
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Report Details 2
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what was right on the part of the instructors, the program may likely
not have been adequate given the existing implementing procedures.
The inspectors identified violations in the areas of security of
examinations (paragraph 2.d), and reactivation of inactive operator
licenses (paragraph 2.f). The inspectors identified IFIs concerning
the inappropriate brevity of walkthrough examinations (paragraph
2.b.(2)) and incorrect identification of JPM critical steps and
alternate path JPMs (paragraph (2.b.(2)). The inspectors identified
as weaknesses /IFIs: the failure to control overlap between the
sections of'the operating examination (paragraph 2.b.(2)); not
training and evaluating the operators as they were expected to operate
(paragraphs 2.c.(1) and 2.c.(2)); and appropriately proceduralizing
the requalification program (paragraphs 2.d and 2.e). The inspectors
identified the requalification program feedback system as a strength
(paragraph 2.g).

b. Examination Development

The inspectors reviewed the simulator and walkthrough examinations and
compared them to the requirements of Administrative Procedure 01-S-04-
2, " Licensed Operator Requalification Training," Revision 9, and the
guidelines of NUREG-1021, " Operator Licensing Examiner Standards,"
Revision 7, Supplement 1. The inspectors identified IFIs concerning
the inappropriate brevity of walkthrough examinations and incorrect
identification of JPM critical steps and alternate path JPMs. The
inspectors also identified a weakness in the overlap between the areas
covered by the simulator and walkthrough examinations. The NRC
previously identified the problems associated with alternate path JPMs
and identification of JPM critical steps as weaknesses in the NRC
Requalification Examination Report 50-416/93-300.

,

(1) Simulator Examinations

The inspectors reviewed seven scenarios initially submitted by
the licensee for weeks one and two of the examinations. The
inspectors evaluated the scenarios using the bases for scenario
development criteria originally outlined in NUREG-1021, ES-604.
The inspectors reviewed scenarios individually using the
checklist included in Inspection Procedure 71001. Combination of
scenarios into sets was to be accomplished during each
examination week. The inspectors determined all scenarios met
the criteria for qualitative attributes, although criteria
infrequently fell outside of the guideline. It should be noted
that all scenarios required entry into an Emergency Operating
Procedure contingency procedure and contained an especially high
number of major transients. However, ATWS conditions and
emergency depressurizatic, were among the major transients on six !

scenarios. This fact makes it difficult to ensure a l
comprehensive sample of the items specified in 10 CFR 55.45(a)(2) '

through (13) is evaluated. The scenarios were challenging and |
exercised the crews in the contingency actions. |

|
|
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(2) Walkthrough Examinations

Administrative Procedure 01-S-04-2, Section 6.5.2.b(1), stated
that JPMs to be utilized for the examination would be selected
per the current requirements of NUREG-1021. NUREG-1021, ES-603,
Section D.1.d, states that each walkthrough examination should
last approximately two hours, in order to provide an adequate
evaluation tool. This time includes the validated times
associated with each JPM that is planned, plus any administrative
tasks required to conduct the examination. The inspectors
determined that several of the walkthrough examinations failed to
meet or even come close to being two hours in length. The
examiners reviewed the actual JPM completion times and compared
them to the validation times for three JPM sets. The inspectors
found that many of the validation times were not accurate. Table
1 lists the JPMs used for the week one walkthrough examination
with the validation time and the average completion time for five
operators. Table 1 shows that the validation times for four JPMs
was too high. This resulted in the actual time spent performing
JPMs being approximately 24 minutes for each operator. This JPM
set falls well short of the two hours even allowing 45 minutes
for administrative tasks (including transit times).

TABLE 1

AVERAGEJOB PERFORMANCE MEASURES VALIDATION
A LTIME TO COMPLETE FOR WEEK 1 TIME

CRO-C71-003, Reactor Scram Immediate
5 1.0Actions

CRO-E12-OO1, Manually Initiate LPCI "A" 8 2.5

CRO-EP-001, Defeat RCIC SP Water Level
15 6.3Suction Transfer Interlock

CRO-C61-002, Operate the Emergency
5 8.3Transfer Relay on Panel 1H22-P152

NOB C71-001, RPS Motor / Generator
15 6.0Startup

TOTALS 48 24.1

The inspectors evaluated the three walkthrough examinations
listed in Table 2. The inspectors found that only the week two
examination approached the two hour guideline after allowing 45
minutes for administrative tasks.
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TABLE 2

PLANT WALKTHROUGH EXAMINATION AVERAGE AVERAGE
AVERAGE COMPLETION TIMES . VALIDATION ACTUAL

TIME TIME

Week 1 48 24.1

Week 2 60 53.4

Week 3 39 36.9

The significance of short walkthrough examinations is that they
do not provide an adequate evaluation tool to determine the
operators ability to manipulate system components and controls,

,

interpret references, and use administrative procedures. An '

example of this was the JPMs selected for use in the simulator
during week six of the examinations. One JPM was for the
operator to initiate Standby Liquid Control which required
manipulating two keyed switches and took less than one minute.
The second JPM was to initiate the ARI system which required
manipulating two switches and also took less than one minute.
The use of these two short JPMs in the simulator did not provide
an adequate evaluation tool. This is identified as
IFl 50-416/94-16-01, " Inappropriate brevity of walkthrough
examinations."

Administrative Procedure 01-S-04-2, Section 6.5.2.a.(1), stated
that JPMs would normally be developed in accordance with NUREG-
1021. The inspectors reviewed the alternate path JPMs used
during the examinations and compared them to the guidance of
NUREG-1021, ES-603, Attachment 1. The inspectors determined that
JPM CRO-C41-F02, " Initiate Standby Liquid Control (Faulted),"
failed to meet the criteria set forth in ES-603 for an
alternate-path JPM. ES-603, Attachment 1, states that each JPM
should have a valid, facility-endorsed success path and that this
path may require analyzing initial conditions to determine an
alternative method for completing the task, mitigating a system-
related problem that occurs during the task, or realigning the
system. Job Performance Measure CRO-C41-F02 incorporated the
failure of one SLC pump to start. The JPM required the operator
to recognize the failure and communicate it to the supervisor;
however, no further operator action was required and no change to
the accident mitigation strategy was required. Since this
failure required neither the use of an auxiliary procedure or
method of operation nor the use of an alternative path within the
procedure being used, it failed to meet the definition of an
alternate-path JPM. The NRC identified this specific JPM in
Examination Report 50-416/93-300 as not meeting the criteria for
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an alternate path JPM. This is identified as IFI 50-16/94-16-02,
" Failure to correctly identify JPM critical steps and alternate
path JPMs."

Administrative Procedure 01-S-04-2, Section 6.5.2.a(1), stated
that JPMs would normally be developed in accordance with NUREG-
1021. NUREG-1021, ES-603, Section C.l.d, states that critical

'steps are those which when not performed in proper sequence, not
performed at the proper time, or not performed correctly will
prevent the system from functioning properly or preclude the
successful completion of the task. The inspectors reviewed
selected JPMs and determined that the licensee identified JPM ,

steps as critical which did not meet the guidance of ES-603. The
inspectors found the licensee identified " check" and " observe"
steps as critical. These types of steps did not require the
operator to take action and "crefore were not critical for
completion of the task. T ht. 'C identified this finding
previously as a weakness in NRC Examination Report 50-416/93-300.
Although the licensee corrected the majority of the mislabelled
critical steps as corrective action for their weakness identified
in NRC Examination Report 50-416/93-300, their actions were not
comprehensive and did not identify all the errors. This is
another example of IFl 50-416/94-16-02, " Failure to correctly
identify JPM critical steps and alternate path JPMs."

10 CFR 55.45(a) requires the applicant to demonstrate an
understanding of and the ability to perform the actions necessary -

to accomplish a representative sample from among a list of 13
items. 10 CFR 55.59ta)(2)(ii) reinforces this requirement for
licensees participating in a requalification examination by
stating that the operating test should accomplish a comprehensive
sample of items specified in 10 CFR 55.45(a)(2) through (13).
The walk-through examination combines with the simulator
examination to satisfy this requirement. That being the case,
specific tasks identified for evaluation during the simulator
scenarios are not duplicated during the performance of JPMs. The
inspectors determined that the licensee did not control the
overlap between the walkthrough examinations and the simulator
examinations. During week six, the ability to initiate ATWS
ARI/RPT and the ability to initiate SLC were evaluated during
both sections of the operating examination. This practice
limited the comprehensive sampling of specified items. The
inspectors identified this as weakness /IFI 50-416/94-16-03,
" Failure to control the overlap between the sections of the

,

operating examinations."

No violations or deviations were identified.
,
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c. Examination Administration

The inspectors observed the licensee administer requalification
examinations to four crews and a total of 23 operators to determine if
the examinations were administered in accordance with "GGNS Guide for
Preparing, Conducting, and Review of Simulator Evaluations,"
Revision 3, and NUREG-1021. The inspectors determined that the
examinations were being administered in accordance with the guidance
and that overall evaluator performance was good. The inspectors
observed and identified as a weakness /lFI, the failure to train and
evaluate the operators in the manner they are expected to operate.
During observations of the walkthrough examinations, the inspectors
determined evaluator performance was adequate although one instance of
a poor grading practice was observed.

(1) Simulator Examinations

The inspectors determined that the examinations were given in
accordance with "GGNS Guide for Preparing, Conducting, and Review
of Simulator Evaluations" and NUREG-1021. The simulator
evaluators were very observant and identified even minor
performance deficiencies. The evaluators discussed all
identified performance weaknesses and good practices during the
follow-up meetings and assigned appropriate grades.

NUREG-1021, ES-601, Section D.2.a, states that the NRC expects
facility licensees to train and examine their licensees in the
same crew configurations with which they normally operate the
plant. The inspectors determined that the licensee was not
training and examining the operators in the same crew
configurations with which they normally operate the plant. The
licensee's goal was to man each shift with three R0s and three
SR0s. However, the inspectors determined that two of the shifts'
crews were manned with only two Ros, and the licensee assigned a
third R0 to the crews for training and evaluations. The
inspectors reviewed the records of shift manning for the period
July 24, 1994, through October 1, 1994. The inspector found that
two of the six shift crews (crews C and F) were manned with two
R0s. The inspectors determined that 23 of the 47 (49 percent)
shifts worked by crews C and F were with only two R0s. These
shifts were all weekend or weekday night shifts with no on-site
ability to augment these R0s during plant transients. Neither
crew was trained or evaluated with only two R0s. The inspectors
identified this as weakness /IFl 50-416/94-16-04, " Failure to
train and evaluate the operators in the manner they are expected
to operate."
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(2) Walkthrough Examinations

The inspectors determined that overall evaluator performance
during the walkthrough examinations was good. However, the
inspectors did note one instance of inappropriate JPM grading
based on a follow-up question response. During the performance,

of JPM CRO-041-002, " Initiate Standby Liquid Control," a facility'

evaluator improperly credited an operator for knowledge exhibited
after JPM completion. JPMs require that actions be performed to
complete a task during dynamic conditions. Follow-up questions
may then be used to clarify actions or identify the deficiency
which led to an error or omission. Follow-up questions may not
be used to provide a second opportunity to complete a task. In
some cases, as in the example below, questioning may reveal that
the operator did possess certain knowledge but failed to properly
apply it in performance of the task. JPM Item 4 required the
operator to check that system initiation had occurred and listed
the expected indications. The operator failed to verify the RWCU
system isolation as required and incorrectly stated that the SLC
Storage Tank Outlet valves were in their standby position of
"0 PEN." In fact, these normally closed valves will automatically
open on an initiation. The facility evaluator determined Item 4
to be unsatisfactory. After completion of the JPM, the facility
evaluator asked, "Tell me all the things that should happen on a
SLC initiation." The operator's response addressed all
indications except RWCU isolation. The facility evaluator then
changed the grade for Item 4 to satisfactory based upon follow-up
questioning. The inspectors determined that this action was
inappropriate. Although the step was not critical and had no
bearing on the pass / fail decision, the action restricted the
evaluator's ability to identify the area for remediation.

The inspectors determined that Operations and Training have
failed to institute and encourage adherence to a policy regarding
the use of procedures during performance of safety-related tasks.
The inspectors noted during the performance of the walkthrough
examinations that some operators performed actions from memory,
others performed the actions from memory and then verified them

,

using the procedures, and still others performed the JPMs using
the procedures. During the simulator examinations the operators i

did not use nor refer to procedures to verify their actions while
operating systems during plant events. Operators were not being )
trained and evaluated to the standards expected by operations to 1

Iensure operator performance was adequate. The inspectors
identified this as another example of weakness /IFI
50-416/94-16-04, " Failure to train and evaluate the operators in
the manner they are expected to operate."

No violations or deviations were identified.
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d. Examination Security

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's control of examinations during
examination development and administration to determine if any
activities compromised the integrity of the examinations. Although
the inspectors determined that control of the JPMs and scenarios
during examination adninistration was adequate, the lack of controls
during examination development led to a compromise in the integrity of
the walkthrough examinations for three SR0s and compromised the
integrity of the scenarios selected for the first two weeks of
examinations.

10 CFR 55.49 requires that applicants, licensees, and facility
licensees shall not engage in any activity that compromises the
integrity of any application, test, or examination required by this
part. The NRC interviewed training staff personnel and reviewed ;

examination documentation. The inspectors determined that the
licensee compromised the integrity of the walkthrough examinations for
three SR0s. An instructor selected 18 inplant JPMs to be used during
the 6 weeks of examinations during the development of the walkthrough
examinations. Each walkthrough examination contained two of these
JPMs. The individual who selected the JPMs and three other
instructors (three licensed SR0s and a certified SR0) validated these
JPMs just prior to the start of the examinations with the knowledge
that these specific JPMs were to be used for the examinations. The
significance of this was that the 3 licensed operators familiarized
themselves through the validation activities and rehearsed 40 percent
of their walkthrough examinations. This compromise of the integrity
of the examinations for the three licensed operators is identified as
VIO 50-416/94-16-05, " Failure to prevent compromise of examinations."

The NRC requested the licensee submit the first two weeks of operating
examinations for review prior to the administration of the
examinations. The licensee submitted seven scenarios which would be
used to make up the scenario sets. NUREG-1021 states that to prevent
inadvertent compromise of the content of examinations, personnel who |

have knowledge of the examinations should not provide training for the '

personnel who will be taking the examinations. The NRC found that the
licensee did not h="e adequate controls in place to prevent
inadvertent comprc,.. .se of examinations. The licensee realized at the
beginning of week one (prior to administering the operating
examinations), that the individual who selected the scenarios for

i
weeks one and two had taught the crews in the simulator after

|
selecting the scenarios. This required the training staff to change i

the scenarios for the week one and two examinations. This would have I

been avoided with properly written and implemented guidance. The
inspectors identified this as IFI 50-416/94-16-06, " Failure to
appropriately proceduralize activities related to the licensed
operator requalification program."

i
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e. Requalification Program Procedures Review

The inspectors reviewed the procedures governing the conduct of the
licensed operator requalification program listed in Appendix A. The
inspectors found that the detailed implementing procedures for the
development and administration of examinations were not adequately
controlled or reviewed and in some cases did not contain adequate
guidance to ensure compliance with 10 CFR 55.

GGNS Operational Quality Assurance Manual, Section 5.4.1, requires
that "All organizations performing activities during the operational
phase which affect the quality of safety-related structures, system;,
and components are responsible for performing these activities in
accordance with directives, documented instructions, procedures, or
drawings. It is the responsibility of the management of these ,

organizations to assure the development, review, approval and control
of directives .... necessary to control their safety-related
activities in accordance with the requirements of this manual."
Section 5.5.2 states that airections commensurate with the nature of i

the activity shall be prescribed in instructions, procedures, and/or
drawings for the performance of activities affecting quality.
Administrative Procedure 01-S-02-2, " Control and Distribution of the
GGNS Operations Manual," Revision 38, Section 1.2.2, stated
safety-related and other activities required by the Operations QA
Manual are done in accordance with written directives. Section 5.4
defines a directive as an Administrative Procedure, a Section '

Procedure, or a Section Instruction. The inspectors found that the i

detailed procedures governing the development and administration of
the Requalification Program testing materials and test administration
were promulgated by " Guides." The " Guides" are listed in Appendix A.
These guides were approved and issued by the Operations Training
Supervisor. These " Guides" were neither controlled nor were they

,

reviewed and approved by the Training Manager as required by the GGNS '

Operational Quality Assurance Manual and Administrative Procedure 01-
S-02-2. This is another example of IFI 50-416/94-16-06, " Failure to i
appropriately proceduralize activities related to the licensed ;
operator requalification program." ;

I

f. Inactive Operator License Reactivation |
|

10 CFR 55.53(e) cequires that if a licensee has not been actively I
performing the inctions of an operator or senior operator, the
licensee try not resume activities authorized by a license issued
under thu, part except as permitted by paragraph (f) of this section.
10 CFP 55.53(f)(2) requires that if paragraph (e) of this section is
not met before the resumption of functions authorized by a license
issued under this part, an authorized representative of the facility
licensee shall certify that the licensee completed 40 hours of shift
functions under the direction of an operator or senior operator as
appropriate and in the position to which the individual will be
assigned. 10 CFR 55.53(f)(2) allows for senior operators, limited to |

Enclosure 2
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fuel handling under paragraph (c) of 10 CFR 55.53, to stand one shift
to reactivate. 10 CFR 55.53(c) states that the license is limited to
those controls of the facility specified in the license. The
inspectors reviewed the licensed operator license reactivation program
as controlled by 01-S-06-2. " Conduct of Operations," Revision 30.
Section 6.8.1.c(1) stated: "Liceme shall complete 40 hours of
parallel watch and document completion on Attachment II (8 hours of
parallel watch for activation as Refueling SR0 only)." Section
6.8.1 c(2) stated: " Licensee shall conduct a complete plant tour."
The inspectors reviewed the Attachment 11 documentation for the period
January 1, 1993, to June 30, 1994. The inspectors also interviewed
four operators who had reactivated their licenses during this period
about the reactivation process and reviewed access records to
determine the scope of their plant tours. The inspectors identified
four instances where SR0 licenses were reactivated on October 15,
1993, using less than 40 hours of parallel watch and two instances
where licenses were reactivated without the operator conducting a
complete plant tour.

(1) The inspectors reviewed the Attachment IIs and determined that on
October 15, 1993, four SR0s reactivated their licenses without
standing 40 tours of parallel watch. Three of the SR0s stood
eight hours of parallel watch while the fourth SRO stood nine
hours of parallel watch. The inspectors identified the VIO to
the licensee. The licensee informed the inspectors that they did
not believe this was a VIO because they instituted the eight
hours for fuel handling reactivation based on a question and
answer from NUREG-1262, " Answers to Questions at Public Meetings
Regarding Implementation of Title 10, Code of Federal
Regulations, Part 55 on Operators' Licenses," dated November 12, i
1987. Question 289 asked: "We had a concern on restoration of l

an inactive license as a full-scope SR0 license, and we wanted to
use that individual for fuel handling during refueling. Would ,

that individual as a full-scope license have to go through the 40 |

hours of concurrent duties, or just 8 hours of concurrent
duties?" The answer was: "It would only take eight hours under
parallel watch with a person whose license is active, whether
that's another licensee limited to fuel handling only, or it's a
senior reactor operator." Since this conflict exists, this will
be further evaluated as to NRC position and is identified as URI
50-416/94-16-07, " Failure of licensee to ensure operators
properly reactivate licenses."

(2) The inspectors interviewed four operators who reactivated their i
licenses during the period January 1, 1993 to June 30, 1994. The
inspectors then reviewed the security logs for each operator to
determine the scope and thoroughness of the plant tours. The
inspectors found that two of the operators conducted complete

,

tours of the plant which included areas in the Auxiliary 1

Building, Turbine Building, Control Building, and Diesel
Generator Building. The inspectors determined that the other two

Enclosure 2
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operators did not conduct complete tours of the plant as
evidenced by no entries to any areas other than the Control Room
Area and two switchgear rooms in the Control Building. This is
identified as VIO S0-416/94-16-08, " Failure of licensee to ensure
operators properly reactivate licenses."

(3) The inspectors reviewed Administrative Procedure 01-S-06-2 and
interviewed the Operations personnel to deMrmine if the licensee
placed administrative limits on SR0s reactiviting for fuel
handling only and how the licenses and activation status were '

tracked. The inspectors determined that the licensee did not
have an adequate tracking system in place for administratively
limiting licenses. The inspectors found that the only
documentation indicating " fuel handling only" was the original
01-S-06-2 Attachment II which documented the dates, position -

stood (with Refueling handwritten in), and times. The Attachment
Ils were filled out by the operator and forwarded to the
Operations Superintendent. The Operations Superintendent made a

.

'

copy for his files and forwarded the Attachment II to the
Training Department. In the Training Department, a designated i

instructor filed the Attachment IIs. At the end of the quarter,
the instructor assembled all the Attachment Ils for that quarter,
attached them to a course cover sheet listing all the active
operators and titled "199X QlR ops Watchstanding." The coser
sheet listed the active operators and indicated " complete" for
each operator that completed proficiency watches or reactivation
requirements. The inspectors found that there were no marks on
the course cover sheet identifying any operators as " active for
refueling only." The instructor then sent the completed package
to Training Records where it was entered into the computer that
the watchstanding requirements for those personnel listed were
complete. The inspectors determined that the only place that
identified a SR0 was limited to fuel handling was the original
Attachment II which was not available to Operations personnel ,

other than the Operations Superintendent. The inspectors '

concluded the tracking system was not adequate because it did not
provide on-shift management with the current status of licensed
operator qualifications. Instead, it depended on "we know/they
know" that the SR0s were reactivated for fuel handling only.

,

g. Licensee Feedback Programs

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's process for obtaining and
incorporating employee feedback into the requalification program and
interviewed operators to determine the effectiveness of the process.
The inspectors determined the feedback program was effective although
not all aspects were proceduralized. The inspectors also found that
the Training Department reviewed operator errors and incorporated
corrective actions for the operator errors into requalification
training.

Enclosure 2
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Operations personnel stated during interviews that the Training ,

Department was very responsive to their feedback regarding the quality |of classes and requests for training in additional areas. A Training l

Review Group meets regularly on a quarterly basis to review feedback
from all techniques, consider appropriate responses and assign action
items. The inspectors identified the following mechanisms used to
obtain feedback on the effectiveness of the requalification training
program:

- Operations personnel used course critique forms to request
additional training which was developed and provided in a timely
manner.

- Training maintained an Operator Feedback Book in the simulator to
communicate questions relating to simulator training. The
Training Manager provided a written response to each comment.
This tool was used effectively on a frequent basis; however, it
should be noted that the process was not proceduralized.

- Training assigned an instructor to each shift to respond to
requests and questions. Operations personnel stated they were
particularly satisfied with this approach.

,

- Training and Operations management regularly performed
observations of on-the-job training.

- Training evaluated plant events for identification of operator
weaknesses. In addition, Significant Operating Experience
Reports were reviewed to determine relevance to the facility and
evaluate possible training needs. Special meetings of the
Training Review Group were often scheduled to address these
events.

- The Training Review Group evaluated reports on operator r

performance in both the simulator and the facility.

The inspectors found that feedback to operators regarding their
performance was rautinely provided. Operators stated that performance
assessments were consistently accurate and constructive. Each
operator was provided a narrative at the beginning of each simulator
training cycle. This narrative summarized previously identified
simulator weaknesses and areas of individual focus for the upcoming
training cycle.

The inspectors reviewed Licensee Event Reports and discussed recent
events with the Resident inspectors that were attributed to operator
error. The inspectors then reviewed training records to determine if
corrective action for these errors were incorporated into
requalification training. The inspectors found that the licensee had
adequately incorporated corrective action for operator errors into
requalification training.
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The inspectors concluded that the requalification program feedback
system was very effective and considered it a program strength.

No violations or deviations were identified.
'

3. Action on Previous Inspection Findings (92701)

(Closed) VIO 50-416/94-300-01, " Failure to report change in medical
status of operators within 30 days." This item concerned the failure of
the licensee to report the change in medical status of two licensed
operators within 30 days. The report identified that Site Directive
G2.401, " Physical Examinations," did not specifically address reporting a
change in the medical status of a licensed operator other than being
physically unqualified to perform his job. During this inspection, the
inspectors reviewed the licensee's QDR 0013-94, 0014-94, and 0029-94, *

which pertained to the violation, and the corrective actions idantified in

the QDRs. The inspectors found that the licensee revised G2.401 to
require that the Medical Department compare the current physical results
with the last physical results and report any changes to the Site
Administrator. The Site Administrator was tasked with the responsibility
to make the 30 day notification to the NRC. The inspectors interviewed
licensee personnel and found that they understood their responsibilities
under the revised procedure. fhe inspectors were unable to review actual
documentation under the revised procedure because there were no recent
medical changes. The inspectors considered the licensee's corrective
action to be adequate, and this /iolation is closed.

4. Exit Interview

At the conclusion of the site visit, the inspectors met with
representatives of the plant staff listed in paragraph 1 to discuss the
results of the inspection. The licensee did not identify as proprietary
any material provided to, or reviewed by the inspectors. The inspectors
further discussed in detail the inspection findings listed below. While
the licensee expressed no dissention concerning the facts stated at the
exit, they did disagree with the enforceability of URI 50-416/94-16-08.

Item Number Status Description and Reference

IFl 50-416/94-16-01 Open inappropriate brevity of walkthrough
examinations (paragraph 2.b.(2)).

IFl 50-416/94-16-02 Open Failure to correctly identify JPM critical
steps and alternate path JPMs (paragraph
2.b.(2)).

IFI 50-416/94-16-03 Open Failure to control the overlap between
sections of the operating examination
(paragraph 2.b.(2))
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IFl 50-416/94-16-04 Open Failure to train and evaluate operators as
they operate (paragraphs 2.c.(1) and
2.c.(2))

VIO 50-416/94-16-05 Open Failure to prevent compromise of |

examinations (paragraph 2.d).

Ifl 50-416/94-16-06 Open Failure to appropriately proceduralize i

activities related to the licensed
operator requalification program j
(paragraphs 2.d and 2.e).

|

URI 50-416/94-16-07 Open Failure of licensee to ensure operators
,

properly reactivate licenses (pr.ragraph '

2.f.(1)).

VIO 50-416/94-16-08 Open Failure of licensee to ensure operators
properly reactivate licenses (paragraph ;

2.f.(2)).
,

VIO 50-416/94-300-01 Closed Failure to report change in medical status
of operators within 30 days (paragraph 3).

5. List of Acronyms and Initialisms

ARI Alternate Rod Insertion
ATWS Anticipated Transient Without Scram
GGNS Grand Gulf Nuclear Station
IFI Inspector follow-up item
JPM Job Performance Measure
LPCI Low Pressure Coolant Injection
QDR Quality Deficiency Report
R0 Reactor Operator
RWCU Reactor Water Cleanup
RPS Reactor Protection System
RCIC Reactor Core Isolation Cooling
RPT Recirculation Pump Trip
SR0 Senior Reactor Operator
SLC Standby Liquid Control
SP . Suppression Pool
URI Unresolved item
VIO Violation
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PROCEDURES REVIEWED

No Title Rev.2

N/A GGNS Guide for Preparing, Conducting,
and Review of Simulator Evaluations 3

N/A GGNS Job Performance Measure Evaluator's
Guide 3

N/A GGNS Job Performance Measure Preparer's
Guide 6

f

N/A GGNS Preparer's Guide for Simulator
Evaluation Scenarios 1

i

N/A GGNS Operational Quality Assurance Manual 13

01-S-02-1 Description and Use of the GGNS Operations
Manual 19

01-S-02-2 Control and Distribution of the GGNS
,

Operations Manual 38

01-S-04-2 Licensed Operator Requalification Training 9

01-S-04-26 Academic Board 5

01-S-06-2 Conduct of Operations 30

14-S-01-4 GGNS Training Examinations 17

14-S-02-3 Licensed Operator Requalification Program 24
Implementation
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